Nathan Nathan,
What Do You See?
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see someone who looks like me
A smile here, a smile there
I see someone who looks like me
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see a brown bear sleeping on the floor
A snore here, a snore there
I see a brown bear sleeping on the floor
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?

I see a lion playing the drum

A bang-bang here, a bang-bang there

I see a lion playing the drum
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?

I see a fish swimming in the sea

A splash here, a splash there

I see a fish swimming in the sea
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see a turtle go fishing with a net
  A fish here, a fish there
I see a turtle go fishing with a net
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see an orange octopus looking at me
   A look here, a look there
I see an orange octopus looking at me
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?

I see a baby elephant flying in the air
    A fly here, a fly there
I see a baby elephant flying in the air
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see a monkey juggling for me.
A banana here, a banana there
I see a monkey juggling for me.
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?

I see a parrot riding a bike

A ride here, a ride there

I see a parrot riding a bike
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?

I see a dog teaching in the class

A A here, a B there

I see a dog teaching in the class
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see a baby cat wearing a funny hat
A wear here, a wear there
I see a baby cat wearing a funny hat
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see a baby elephant rolling a ball
A roll here, a roll there
I see a baby elephant rolling a ball
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?

I see a baby goat jumping in the sky

A jump here, a jump there

I see a baby goat jumping in the sky
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see a baby bear cuddling with his daddy
A cuddle here, a cuddle there
I see a baby bear cuddling with his daddy
Nathan Nathan, What do you see?
I see a baby bear sleeping in his mom’s arm
    A snooze here, a snooze there
I see a baby bear sleeping in his mom’s arm
Good Night Nathan!